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Preface 

About this guide 
This document describes the procedure to integrate vCenter with NFV Director, which includes prerequisites to 

integrate vCenter with NFV Director, procedure to import vCenter certificate into NFV Director, and discovery 

utilities. 

 Chapter 1: Introduction 

 Chapter 2: Discovery using GUI 

 Chapter 3: Discovery using command line utility 

 Chapter 4: Error! Reference source not found. 

 Chapter 5: Discovery utilities 

 Chapter 6: vCenter Certificates 

By following the procedures in this document, vCenter resources can be discovered and integrated with NFV 

Director. 

Audience 
This document is any stakeholder requiring to perform resource discovery using the NFV Director, and to 

create VNFs using the discovered vCenter. Pre requisite is to have knowledge of NFV Director Concepts, and an 

understanding of the NFV Director Resource model. 

Document history 
Table 1: Document history 
Edition Date Description 

1.0 November 14, 2016 First edition. 

2.0 March 08, 2017 Second edition. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

vCenter integration Guide explains the various aspects of integrating vCenter with NFV Director. First step to 

integrating vCenter is to discover the resources managed by vCenter into NFV Director. Once discovered, NFV 

Director should be able to create and monitor the VNFs using the vCenter.   

This document explains the process to discover a vCenter, steps to import vCenter certificates into NFV 

Director to enable monitor deployment of the VNFs that are created using those vCenter. 

Here is an overview of steps involved in integrating vCenter with NFV Director: 

1. Discover the vCenter resources into NFV Director. 

2. Import vCenter certificates into HP SiteScope before deploying VNFs using the discovered vCenter. 

 Pre requisites 

1.1.1 NFV Director Installation and configuration 
NFV Director must be successfully installed and configured. Refer to NFV Director Installation and Configuration 

Guide for detailed instructions. 

 Overview of resource discovery 
NFV Director is responsible for managing the lifecycle of VNF and it’s important for NFV Director to know the 

complete topology of the vCenter resources. 

The complete list of vCenter resource topology is described below.  

The Discovery process described in this document helps in automatic discovery of vCenter resources and their 

inter-relationship.  

It is an optional component in the NFV Director. 

1.2.1 Architectural View 
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Figure 1: vCenter Discovery Architecture 
 

Discovery process consists of two modules: 

Discovery Module: Interacts with vCenter and queries for resource information, and stores the data into NFV 

Director in artifact-relationship model. 

Reconciliation Module: Reconciliation module builds delta information to reconcile. The final data will be 

prepared and persisted to NFV Director via REST API’s. 

Below is the pictorial diagram that explains the design approach of NFV Director Discovery. 

 

Figure 2: vCenter Discovery NFV Director Components 
 

 Verifying vCenter accessibility 
Run the below command to confirm that vCenter is up and running, before proceeding with the discovery 

operation: 

wget -vvv https://<vcenter-ip>/sdk/vimService.wsdl    

 

 vCenter integration 
Once the discovery process is completed, following situations could arise, and may require attention: 

1. If vCenter services are https enabled, it is mandatory to import the vCenter certificate into SiteScope 

before VNF deployment. Else, it would result in monitor deployment failure. See Chapter 6for details. 
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Chapter 2 Discovery using GUI 

 Discovery APIs 

2.1.1 Load Self-Management instances to Fulfillment. 

 
NOTE:   

 Auto installer will load this section with default values, In case of any modification required please refer the 
below section, otherwise ignore the section. 

 GUI will invoke Discovery API to perform discovery operations, it’s mandatory to load 
VNF_COMPONENT:OPEN_MEDIATION self-management instances in FF with the appropriate values as 
given in the below section “Load Self-Management instances to Fulfillment”. 

 FF-AA sync has to be configured. 
 Discovery APIs are invoked through Assurance Gateway, AGW default REST endpoint port is 18080 

 

Required Parameters in VNF_COMPONENT:OPEN_MEDIATION for Discovery API 

NFV Director resource attribute Required value Remarks 

VNF_COMPONENT:OPEN_MEDIATION.CONNECTION. 

HOST 

Hostname Host name of NOM installed 

machine (only hostname 

expected). IP address is not 

supported 

VNF_COMPONENT:OPEN_MEDIATION.CONNECTION. 

PORT 

https: 18999 

(default)  

http: 18989 

Discovery API endpoint port 

VNF_COMPONENT:OPEN_MEDIATION.CONNECTION. 

NOMInstanceNumber 

0(default) Nom instance number, 

depends on which nom is 

configured. Instance number 

will be for e.g. 0, 1, 2 … 

VNF_COMPONENT:OPEN_MEDIATION.CONNECTION. 

useSSL 

true/false True: https 

False: http 

VNF_COMPONENT:OPEN_MEDIATION.GENERAL. 

IS_PRIMARY 

true/false To indicate Nom instance is 

primary or not, If its primary 

discovery will find the 

Datacenters which does not 

have the association with VNFC 

and consider the DC as default 

DC and discovers the same 

 

 Steps to discover Datacenter using GUI 
1. Create a new Datacenter in GUI 

a. Login as domain user 

b. Go to “Administration -> Discovery Management” tab. 

c. Select and right click on “Data Centers” and click on Create new datacenter 
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d. Fill-in Datacenter Name 

e. Datacenter Description 

f. Select the appropriate Datacenter Template 

i. vCenter – NFVO : vCenter in NFVO mode 

g. Click on create 

 
2. Change the hypervisor attributes for the datacenter 

3. Go to ‘Browser’ tab 

a. Double click the “Data Centers” node to load the new created data center instance 

b. Select the new created data center instance node 

c. Click on ‘Browse Mode’ 
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d. Click on Show/Hide graph 

 
 

e. Fill Hypervisor attributes 

 
 

f. Click ‘Actions’ button and select ‘Update’ 
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g. Verify the details and select ‘Update’  

 
 

h. Hypervisor attributes for the data center instance will be updated 

 
 

4. Perform Discovery actions for the newly created Datacenter artifact 

a. Login as domain user 

b. Go to “Administration -> Discovery Management” tab 

c. Click on Datacenter 

d. Lists the Datacenter instances attached 
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e. To trigger discovery on one of the Datacentesr, Right click on the Datacenter and click “Start 

Discovery”

 
 

 
 

f. Track the tasks status by clicking on the Tasks menu 

i. Click on the specific task and refer to the task information on the right side pane 

ii. Logs – will tell about steps executed in discovery and any ERROR occurred 

iii. Task Exec status: Status on the task 
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 Discovery Refresh for a datacenter 
1. Select a datacenter instance, and click the “Actions” button, it will show the “Discovery Refresh” menu 

item 

Tips: you can also right click the instance you selected to show the context action menu. 

 

2. Click this menu item, a dialog will be opened 
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3. Choose the resource type, tenant (optional) and region (optional), then click the “OK” button 

4. Discovery refresh for this datacenter instance will be triggered 
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Chapter 3 Discovery using command line utility 

Triggering the discovery involves two steps: 

 Uploading Hypervisor artifact and relationship instances to NFV Director 

 Triggering discovery 

 Upload HYPERVISOR:VCENTER instance 
 

On: <AA_HOST> 

Login: root 

 

vCenter hypervisor details must be populated into NFV Director. By doing this, NFV Director becomes 

aware of the vCenter URL and credentials details. 

 

Run the following script to populate the DC and HYPERVISOR details 

/opt/HPE/nfvd/discovery/scripts/discovery_vcenter/nfvd_createHypervisor.sh 

 

 

Usage: nfvd_createHypervisor.sh  

./nfvd_createHypervisor.sh [-host <FF Host/IP>] [-port <FF Port>] [-hypervisorHost <vCenter_IP>] [-hypervisorName <HYPERVISOR 

Name>] [-vCenterConnUrl https://<vCenter_IP>/sdk] [-login <Admin User>] [-password <Admin Password>] 

 

 
NOTE:  Password provided to ‘nfvd_createHypervisor.sh’ has to be encrypted. 
Password encryption can be done using the below script  that is present on <FF_HOST>: 
cd /opt/HPE/nfvd/fulfillment/scripts/ 
./ encryption.sh -o encrypt -p <password> 

 

Where: 

MANDATORY: 

   -host                              <<Hostname or IPAddress of Fulfillment>> 

   -port                              <<Fulfillment Port>> 

   -hypervisorHost          <<vCenter Host IPAddress>> 

   -hypervisorName        <<Hypervisor Name eg. hypervisorMyName>> 

   -vCenterConnUrl         <<vCenter connection URL eg.https://<ip>/sdk>> 

   -login                              <<vCenter user with administrator privileges>> 

   -password                     << Password for above mentioned user>> 

 OPTIONAL: 

   -nomartifactid              <<NOM Artifact Id (default:blank) if not provided,  

discovery will be triggered on a default nom>> 

 

 
NOTE:  If there are multiple vCenters to be discovered, their respective instances must be uploaded. 
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 Triggering discovery 
Run the following script on <AA_HOST> to trigger discovery of the vCenter instances uploaded in the previous 

step. 

For usage details of the script, refer to Error! Reference source not found. 

 
NOTE:  For various command line discovery utilities, refer to the “Discovery Utilities” chapter. 

 Post Discovery Step: Update PORT:GENERIC 
After discovery has been completed successfully, login to NFVD GUI as domain user and edit artifact-instance 

PORT:GENERIC’s attribute INFO:Dedicated_To from ‘OTHERS’ to ‘VIRTUALIZATION’, for the ports that would be 

accessible to the Virtual Machines deployed, on each of the Servers. 
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Chapter 4 NFV Director discovered resources 

4.1.1 Discovered resources 
Following resources are auto discovered from vCenter 

 SERVER 

o CPU, Memory, Disk, CORE 

o Card, Port, Interface 

o vSwitch:vCenter, Port_Group:vCenter 

 Virtual Machine 

o vPort, vCore, vMemory, vDisk 

4.1.2 Resources which are not discovered/applicable for vCenter: 
Following resources discovered for Openstack are not discovered for vCenter: 

 LUN 

o Datastore as a whole is being mapped to ‘DISK:GENERIC’ (inclusive of internal & external 

storage) 

 Image 

 Flavour 

 Avalibility_Zone 

 Host_Aggregates 

 Region, Compute, Networking, Image_Storage, Storage, 

 Network, Subnetwork, IPAddress 

 Security_Groups 

 VNF/NS 

 DCN 

VIM:GENERIC

MANAGE

MANAGE

AUTHTENTICATION:OPENSTACK

REGION:OPENSTACK

NETWORKING:OPENSTACK
COMPUTE:OPENSTACK

IMAGE_STORAGE:OPENSTACK

AUTHENTICATE

MANAGE

MANAGE

MANAGE

USE

DIVIDE

CELL:OPENSTACK

AVAILAVILITY_ZONE:OPENSTACK

HOST_AGGREGATE:OPENSTACK

DIVIDE

DIVIDE

VIM:OPENSTACK VIM:HELION

HYPERVISOR:KV
M

HYPERVISOR:VCE
NTER

SERVER:GENERIC

CONTAINS

CONTAINS

CONTAINS

STORAGE:OPENSTACK

MANAGE

SAN:GENERIC

MANAGE

LUN:GENERIC

PHYSICALLY_CONTAINS

IMAGE:OPENSTACK

HAS

TENANT:OPENSTACK

NETWORK:OPENSTA
CK

SUBNETWORK:OPEN
STACK

SUBDIVIDE

IPADDRESS:GENERIC

SUBDIVIDE

USES

MANAGE

SECURITY_GROUP:O
PENSTACK

SECURITY_GROUP_R
ULE:OPENSTACK

ATTACH

MANAGE

USE

FLAVOR:OPENSTACKFLAVOR:HELION_CG

EXTRA_SPECS:HELIO
N_CG

EXTRA_SPECS:GENE
RIC

Has Has

Has
Has

Has Has

RACK:GENERIC

PHYSICALLY_CONTAINS

CARD:GENERICDISK:GENERICCPU:GENERIC

PHYSICALLY_CONTAINS

ENCLOSURE:GENERIC

PHYSICALLY_CONTAINS

PHYSICALLY_CONTAINS

DATACENTER:GENERIC

CORE:GENERIC

MEMORY:GENERIC

PHYSICALLY_CONTAINS

PORT:GENERIC

INTERFACE:GENERIC

PHYSICALLY_CONTAINS

PHYSICALLY_CONTAINS

CONTAINS

PHYSICALLY_CONTAINS

 

 

4.1.3 Resources with default value 
Once discovery operation is complete, some resources are stored in NFVD with default value. Following are the 

resources and their default values: 

NFV Director resource attribute Default value Remarks 

Policy.OVER_SUBSCRIPTION.OVER_SUBSCRIPTION.Rate 1  
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Server.General.Class Class_A Class_A or Class_B 

Server.General.usage_mode shared shared or dedicated 

CPU.General.usage_mode shared shared or dedicated 

PORT.INFO. Dedicated_To Default: 'OTHERS' 

for vSwitch=NFVD: 

'VIRTUALIZATION' 

VIRTUALIZATION or 

OTHERS 

Datacenter.General.Name datacenter-<Hypervisor IP>  

Rack.General.Name,  

Rack.General.Type,  

Rack.General.Descrption 

Static data  

Enclosure.General.Name,  

Enclosure.General.Type,  

Enclosure.General.Description 

Static data  

Card.General.Name,  

Card.General.Type,  

Card.General.Description 

Static data  

4.1.4 Updating the resources with default value 

4.1.4.1 Updating non-significant resources 
For the following NFV Director resources, updating the attributes will not have any impact on the behavior of 

the solution. 

 Policy.OVER_SUBSCRIPTION.OVER_SUBSCRIPTION.Rate 

 Datacenter.General.Name 

 Rack.General.<Attribute> 

 Enclosure.General.<Attribute> 

 Card.General.<Attribute> 

As an example, in order to update Rack.General.<Attribute>, in the NFV Director GUI, select Instances > Other > 

RACK, choose the appropriate Rack from the list, choose the Edit Action, edit the attribute, and click on Update 

button. 
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4.1.4.2 Updating resources that affect functionality 
PORT.INFO.Dedicated_To will by default be set to 'OTHERS' for vSwitch=NFVD it has to be set to 

'VIRTUALIZATION' 

In order to update PORT.INFO.Dedicated_To, in the NFV Director GUI: 

a) Select Instances > Other > PORT 

b) Choose the PORT you want to edit from the list 

c) Choose the Edit Action, edit the attribute, and click on Update button 
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4.1.4.3 Updating resources that require DC quota recalculation 
When the following NFV Director Resource attributes are updated, datacenter quota must be recalculated. 

 Server.General.Class 

 Server.General.usage_mode 

 CPU.General.usage_mode 

 

Follow the below steps: 

1. Query the DATACENTER artifact ID from fulfillment server using REST client. 

 
 

2. Pick the DATACENTER artifact ID from the response body, for which you want to modify the resource. 

3. Perform a start of data load by executing the REST request 

“/nfvd/discovery/<datacenter_artifact_id>/start”. 

 

4. Edit the resources using GUI for which default values were populated by Discovery module. Browse to 

the respective resource from Instance Menu in GUI and select Edit option from Actions.  

 

As an example, in order to update Server.General.usage_mode , in the NFV Director GUI, select Instances > 

Other >  Server, choose the appropriate Server from the list, choose the Edit Action, edit the  

General.usage_mode value, and click on Update button. 
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5. To recalculate the data center quota, stop the data load by executing the REST request 

“/nfvd/discovery/<datacenter_artifact_id>/stop”. 
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NOTE:   
Quota calculation time will vary based on number of DATACENTER resources. 

 

6. Login with an Organization or VDC level user in the GUI, and the changes should reflect in Quota 

management windows. 

7. User can now modify the Organization or VDC level quota, as per the need. 
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Chapter 5 Discovery utilities 

 Enabling and Disabling of discovery process 
By default discovery is enabled, when NFV Director Discovery components are installed. The following utilities 

can be run on the <AA_HOST> 

5.1.1 Disable discovery even in fresh installation 
Execute the below script when you install the fulfillment-ca, before deploying it. By default, the script works in 

https mode. In case http mode is required, use ‘-m http’ option. 

cd /opt/HPE/nfvd/discovery/scripts/ 

 

sh disable_discovery.sh -m http 

 

Usage: disable_discovery.sh [OPTIONS...] 

 -h <<Hostname or IPADDRESS of the machine where Discovery needs to be disabled>> 

 -m <<https or http>> 

5.1.2 Disable discovery temporarily 
Execute the below script. Once disabled subsequent Discovery runs will not be triggered. Disabling while 

discovery in progress will not impact the current run. By default, the script works in https mode. In case http 

mode is required, use ‘-m http’ option. 

cd /opt/HPE/nfvd/discovery/scripts/ 

sh disable_discovery.sh -m http 

 

Usage: disable_discovery.sh [OPTIONS...] 

 -h <<Hostname or IPADDRESS of the machine where Discovery needs to be disabled>> 

 -m <<https or http>> 

5.1.3 Enable Discovery 
Execute the below script. By default, the script works in https mode. In case http mode is required, use ‘-m 

http’ option. 

cd /opt/HPE/nfvd/discovery/scripts/ 

sh enable_discovery.sh -m http 

 

Usage: enable_discovery.sh [OPTIONS...] 

 -h <<Hostname or IPADDRESS of the machine where Discovery needs to be enabled>> 

 -m <<https or http>> 

5.1.4 Manual Discovery trigger 
Manual discovery can be triggered any time. It will not get triggered when another instance of Discovery is 

already running. Run the following script to trigger manual discovery. By default, the script works in https 

mode. In case http mode is required, use ‘-m http’ option. 

cd /opt/HPE/nfvd/discovery/scripts/ 

./trigger_reconciliation.sh -m http 

 

Usage: trigger_reconciliation.sh [OPTIONS...] 

 -h <<Hostname or IPADDRESS of the machine where Reconciliation needs to be triggered>> 

 -m <<https or http>> 
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5.1.5 Making changes in CA properties 
Two Channel Adapters are involved in the vCenter discovery – fulfillment-ca-10 and vcenter-ca-10.  

Following are the steps, if you want to make changes in channel adapter properties: 

1. disable discovery 
2. un-deploy the Channel Adapters 
3. make changes to properties 
4. deploy Channel Adapters 
5. enable discovery 

 

 
NOTE:   
See 5.1.2 for instructions to disable discovery 
See 5.1.3 for instructions to enable discovery 

 
Channel Adapter properties can be edited to update the Fulfillment endpoint details, if required.   

/var/opt/openmediation-70/containers/instance-0/ips/fulfillment-ca-10/etc/config/ 

reconciliation-endpoints.properties 

 
Below are the steps to Undeploy and deploy Channel Adapters  
/opt/open-mediation-70/bin/nom_admin --undeploy-ip-in-container 0 vcenter-ca-10 

 

/opt/open-mediation-70/bin/nom_admin --undeploy-ip-in-container 0 fulfillment-ca-10 

 
/opt/open-mediation-70/bin/nom_admin --deploy-ip-in-container 0 vcenter-ca-10 

 

/opt/open-mediation-70/bin/nom_admin --deploy-ip-in-container 0 fulfillment-ca-10 

5.1.6 Track Initial/Incremental Discovery completion 
      Open Mediation log file will have a status message of Discovery: 

        /var/opt/openmediation-70/containers/instance/data/log/servicemix-info.log  

 

****** [FF-CA] Initial/Incremental Discovery Service has been completed successfully, Quota Calculation is in Progress ******  
 
 
 

  Enabling and disabling discovery of Virtual Machines  

On: <AA_HOST>  

Login: root  

By default discovery of virtual machines is enabled, when NFV Director Discovery components are installed.   

5.2.1 Disable discovery of virtual machines  

Execute the below steps.  
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5.2.1.1 Modify “discover.virtual.topology” property value to false  
cd /var/opt/openmediation-70/containers/instance-0/ips/vcenter-ca-10/etc/config 

vi user-config.properties 

#Enable/Disable discovery of virtual topology 

discover.virtual.topology =false 

5.2.1.2 Undeploy and redeploy vcenter channel adapter  
/opt/open-mediation-70/bin/nom_admin --undeploy-ip-in-container 0 vcenter-ca-10  

/opt/open-mediation-70/bin/nom_admin --deploy-ip-in-container 0 vcenter-ca-10 

 NOTE:  If disable task has been performed after initial discovery run, already discovered Virtual machines will 
neither be reconciled nor deleted from NFVD database.  

5.2.2 Enable discovery of virtual machines  

Execute the below steps.  

5.2.2.1 Modify “discover.virtual.topology” property value to true  
cd /var/opt/openmediation-70/containers/instance-0/ips/vcenter-ca-10/etc/config 

vi user-config.properties 

#Enable/Disable discovery of virtual topology 

discover.virtual.topology =true 

5.2.2.2 Undeploy and redeploy vcenter channel adapter  
/opt/open-mediation-70/bin/nom_admin --undeploy-ip-in-container 0 vcenter-ca-10  

/opt/open-mediation-70/bin/nom_admin --deploy-ip-in-container 0 vcenter -ca-10  
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Chapter 6 vCenter Certificates  

If the vCenter services are https enabled, it is mandatory to import the VIM certificate into SiteScope 

before any VNF deployment.  

 Importing VIM certificate to SiteScope 
 

In order to import vCenter certificate into SiteScope, following is the process: 

1. Go to SiteScope Preferences > Certificate Management 

2. Click on “Import Certificates” option. 

3. Provide the Host IP where vCenter server is installed and the Port. e.g. for vCenter, the port is 443. 

4. Click on the ‘Load’ button to load the certificate. 

5. Now select the loaded certificate and click on ‘Import’. 

Note: Make sure that vCenter certificates valid, i.e. they generated for correct vCenter IP addresses   


